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Abstract

The OPERA programme (Operational Programme for the Exchange of weather Radar in-
formation) is the Weather Radar programme of GIE/EIG (Economic Interest Group) EU-
METNET, the Network of the European Meteorological Services. The objective of OPERA
is to harmonize and improve the operational exchange of weather radar information between
national meteorological services. The third phase of the OPERA programme is a joint effort
of 30 European countries, and runs from 2007 till 2011. OPERA-3 is designed to firmly
establish the Programme as the host of the European Weather Radar Network. Within
OPERA a wide range of radar related work is ongoing. Recently a study on the merits of
C-band polarimetric radars in operational applications has been completed and published.
A further study on X-band radars is ongoing. Furthermore OPERA participates actively in
the discussion on (potential) RLAN disturbances at C-band and on disturbances caused by
wind turbines and wind farms. Finally OPERA also works on a new information model for
exchange of radar volume data and products using BUFR and HDF5. A central task of the
present OPERA phase is the creation of the OPERA Data Center, which is planned to start
operation early 2011. In the presentation, the OPERA programme, its objectives and the
progress of the work will be discussed.

1. Introduction

The tradition of weather radar collaboration at the European level dates back to COST 72
(Measurement of precipitation by radar) which started in 1979 and which presented its final
report in 1985. The results from COST 72 led to the launching of COST 73 (Weather Radar
Networking; Newsome 1992) which ended in 1991. At that point, operationally-oriented ac-
tivities continued in GORN (Liaison Group on Radar Networking) which, eight years later,
led to the establishment of OPERA (Operational Programme on the Exchange of Weather
Radar Information) within the framework of EUMETNET (the Network of European Me-
teorological Services). At that time, the clear objective was ”To harmonize and improve the
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Table 1: The 30 European countries which participate to the OPERA programme

Austria Denmark Hungary Netherlands Slovak Republic
Belgium Estonia Iceland Norway Slovenia
Bulgaria Finland Ireland Poland Spain
Croatia France Italy Portugal Sweden
Cyprus Germany Latvia Romania Switzerland

Czech Republic Greece Luxembourg Serbia United Kingdom

operational exchange of weather radar information between National Meteorological Ser-
vices”.

More research-oriented activities continued after COST 73 within COST 75 (Advanced
Weather Radar Systems; Collier 2001). In the 2000’s, the operational and research com-
munities have again converged and transformed successful research results into operational
real-time systems. The successful collaboration between OPERA and COST 717 (Use of
radar observations in hydrological and NWP models; Rossa 2005) exemplifies this conver-
gence. This collaboration now continues with the COST 731 Action (Propagation of uncer-
tainty in advanced meteo-hydrological forecast systems).

Relevant user communities for weather radar data and products are aviation meteorologists,
air traffic control, nowcasting, duty forecasters, NWP modelers, public safety authorities,
hydrologists, and hydrological modelers. It is with these diverse and important user groups
in mind that OPERA established its pilot Data Hub with the goal to demonstrate the full
potential in the European Weather Radar Network (Huuskonen 2006). The third phase of
the OPERA programme started in 2007. It is a joint effort of 30 European countries, and
is designed to firmly establish the programme as the host of the European Weather Radar
Network (Holleman et al, 2008). In this paper we give an update on the advances within
the OPERA programme.

2. Layout of the programme

The programme consists of a group of radar experts of the 30 participating members (Table
1), and of the activities within the programme, which are guided by the coordinating mem-
ber, the programme manager and two working groups. The coordinating member of the third
phase of OPERA is KNMI. The programme manager during 2007-2009 was Iwan Holleman
(KNMI) and since then Asko Huuskonen (FMI). Two OPERA meetings are arranged per
year by the programme manager and they are hosted by different National Meteorological
Services (NMSs). Typically around 35 national delegates and project members from more
than 20 countries attend these meetings. The OPERA meetings consist of a plenary session
and parallel working group discussions. Two working groups have been established during
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Figure 1: The weather radar network within the OPERA member countries. The radar fre-
quency bands, S, C or X are denoted by blue, green and cyan, respectively. Dual-polarization
systems are marked with a small red dot, and Doppler systems with a small yellow dot.
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this phase of OPERA: Working Group 1, chaired by Laurent Delobbe (RMI), is dedicated
to ”Radar Technology and Algorithms” and Working Group 2, chaired first by Anton Zgonc
(EARS, 2007-2009) and then by Bernard Urban (Météo France, 2009-) , is dedicated to
”Formats, Software, and Data Hub”. The working groups monitor the progress and quality
of the OPERA projects. The OPERA programme also interacts with several other EUMET-
NET programmes, like EUCOS (European Composite Observing System), EUMETFREQ
(Protection of radiofrequencies), WINPROF (Wind profiles), and SRNWP (Short Range
Numerical Weather Prediction). The programme web page is at http://www.knmi.nl/opera.

3. Projects of the OPERA programme

Within the framework of the OPERA programme a number of projects are conducted in the
field of radar technology and algorithms and for development of exchange software and the
data hub.

Weather radars in Europe: This activity is designed for the NMSs to maintain and
update their entries to the OPERA radar database, and update the OPERA plenary on the
status of their national radar networks. A map of the radar network is shown in Figure 1.

Application of quality information for radars and radar data: The number of users
of weather radar data is increasing and it is becoming increasingly important to incorporate
quality information in radar products. In this project the work on quality, which has been
started in OPERA, is focused, and recommendations will be formulated on how each NMS
can create quality information for their radar data. The goal is to characterize the quality
of products which will add value to their application.

Evaluation of new technologies: This is a forum wherein radar experts collect informa-
tion on and evaluate new and expected radar technology. A study on the experiences gained
on dual-polarization systems has been completed (Tabary et al. 2009). The work discusses
items such as the hydrometeor classification, quantitative precipitation estimation and on
data quality assessment and evaluations, especially on using the differential reflectivity signal
of sun. A further study has been initiated to evaluate dual-polarization X-band systems.

Site and frequency protection: This activity serves to collect European expertise on
how weather radar is adversely affected by various disturbances such as wind turbines, jam-
ming transmitters, buildings and other structures, and how such disturbances can be con-
structively minimized, either through pre-emptive administrative management and policy,
or through signal/data analysis techniques.

Harmonized production practices: In order to harmonize the application and exchange
of weather radar data throughout Europe, either through bilateral agreements or through
the data’s use at the OPERA Data Hub, an agreed-upon set of guidelines must be available.
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Figure 2: Example of European radar composite from the pilot data hub

A recommendation has been produced, which addresses the best practices for the production
of the radar volume data, as well as for the weather radar wind profiles and for the low level
reflectivity (Huuskonen et al. 2009).

Data exchange software development: Based on the earlier work of OPERA, an
OPERA data information model (ODIM) has been specified (Michelson et al., 2009). Fur-
thermore the projects includes a development of software to produce radar data in HDF-5
and BUFR formats, conforming to ODIM.

BUFR software maintenance: This activity concerns the maintenance of OPERA BUFR
software. User support is provided to the OPERA group and other users of the OPERA
BUFR software, including commercial radar software suppliers.

BUFR table maintenance: This activity includes defining new descriptors, sequences,
and tables for use with OPERA BUFR exchange software, where relevant and applicable,
based on results achieved in other projects.

Compositing software support: Within the first OPERA Program, compositing soft-
ware has been developed which is available to all OPERA members. It is portable software
that runs on all commonly available computer platforms. This work package covers the
support of the software.
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Pilot Data Hub operations: Maintenance and operation of the pilot Data Hub was
established during the second phase of OPERA. The pilot hub is now decided to run until
the end of 2010, i.e. until the end of the development phase of the operational data hub.
The pilot hub gives data services for quality control purposes and non-commercial use within
NMSs only. The pilot hub collects data of more than 140 OPERA radars, either as single
site or composite products. A recent example of a European radar composite produced by
the pilot data hub is shown in Figure 2.

4. Development of the operational data hub

The work to build an operational data hub, at present named as the OPERA Data Center
(ODC) has been started. The contents of the work was specified in a project team, which
collected the user requirements and drafted its functional specifications (Chèze et al, 2009).
For this, the project team evaluated the pilot data hub and other operational radar data
hubs, e.g. CWINDE, NORDRAD, and US National Radar Mosaic. In addition four priority
user groups have been selected and the user requirements for these groups have been drafted.
These are (a) the core services forecasting and nowcasting, (b) NWP, both assimilation and
verification, (c) hydrology and (d) civil and military aviation. The work included visits
to Eurocontrol and ECMWF where valuable feedback on the draft user requirements was
collected. In addition the project team has discussed the user requirements within their
institutes. Contacts with COST 731, SRNWP, and JRC Ispra (Flood forecasting) were
established and feedback was received. The EUMETNET Council approved the building of
the data center in 2009, and the work was started in September 2009, with Mto France and
UK Met Office as the responsible members for the work. The data center is expected to
start operation in the beginning of 2011. The new data center will ingest volume reflectivity
and radial wind data from single radars and produces two-dimensional European reflectivity,
rain intensity and rain accumulation composites.

5. Summary and outlook

The third phase of the OPERA programme is focused on the operational generation and
quality control of a European weather radar composite, exchange of 3D radar reflectivity
and wind data, exchange of quality information, and availability of radar data for official
duties of NMSs and research. An operational Weather Radar Data Hub is being built, and
will be operated during this phase of OPERA. This operational Data Hub is crucial for
reaching the main objective of OPERA-3, i.e. establishing the weather radar networking as
a solid element of the European infrastructure. More information on the OPERA programme
and the projects can be found on the internet site (http://www.knmi.nl/opera), from where
deliverables of the present and previous phases of the OPERA programme, both software
and project documents, can be downloaded.
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